University Favorites
Top video resources used in teacher preparation courses

Methods

The Anatomy of Student Engagement
Designing lessons that truly engage students requires thoughtful planning. Through this powerful set of videos, you can show your student teachers what engagement really means and what it looks like in action.

Assessment for Learning
This practical video series was created to delve into the subject of formative assessment. Make sure your student teachers understand the importance of using formative assessment as a tool for learning and designing instruction that is responsive to students' needs.

Classroom Lessons Un-narrated
Educational Impact's extensive library of classroom videos is now available to educators without narration or commentary. Clips can be used in so many ways...show them in class, ask your students to find examples of key strategies and discuss what's happening in each classroom.

Education Psychology

Project Based Learning: Constructivist Classrooms
Critical thinking and problem solving skills are needed by our 21st century learners. Through this video series, learn how to get started with PBL and examine real classroom examples.

Help for Billy: Trauma-informed Interventions
Help for Billy is an important video program that provides critical insight into children impacted by trauma. Based on the neuroscience of emotions and behavior, Heather T. Forbes, LCSW provides key strategies for trauma-informed intervention in schools.
To take a deep dive into content, request a tour and trial ID!